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Cloud Parameterization Problem:Cloud Parameterization Problem:

Convective Convective 
parameterizationparameterization--
represent the effects of represent the effects of 
convection on drying and convection on drying and 
warming the atmosphere.warming the atmosphere.
Large scale Large scale 
parameterizationparameterization--
Thermodynamic/Dynamic Thermodynamic/Dynamic 
scales resolved by the scales resolved by the 
model are used.model are used.

Problem involves the return part of 
the cloud feedback loop.

Most cloud processes relevant to climate 
feedback occur on scales smaller than 
can be resolved by models.

Solutions:



Cloud Feedbacks in GCMsCloud Feedbacks in GCMs
Temperature response of a single climate model is dependant on which cloud 
feedbacks are present (Senior and Mitchell 1993):

Microphysical and optical thickness feedbacks produce a range in
warming between 1.9° and 5.4°C.



GCM Intercomparison StudiesGCM Intercomparison Studies

Differences in cloud-radiation 
parameterizations are a major 
factor in the spread of model 
projected warming. 



Deriving the Radiation Imbalance at the Deriving the Radiation Imbalance at the 
Top of the Atmosphere (Top of the Atmosphere (∆∆RRTOATOA))
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Direct measure of cloud feedback:

Magnitude of the cloud 
feedback (f) is directly related 
to the cloud net flux (∆CTOA,net)



Cloud Feedbacks are Highly Variable Cloud Feedbacks are Highly Variable 
between Models.between Models.

±

Distribution of (∆RTOA/∆T)-1 as a 
function of ∆Cnet/∆RTOA

Global sensitivity parameter for the    2 K SST 
perturbation as a function of the change in 

Cnet to change in net radiation budget. 

±
Updated Models



Relationship between Atmospheric Relationship between Atmospheric 
Radiation Balance and PrecipitationRadiation Balance and Precipitation

PLRatm ∆=∆
CMIP is used to investigate the sensitivity differences between coupled 

ocean-atmosphere models and those with fixed SST.

∆ Precipitation = o

∆ Net Fluxsurface= ◘

Predicted range



Tropical Western Pacific Radiative Flux Tropical Western Pacific Radiative Flux 
Observations as a Function of Cloud Observations as a Function of Cloud 

RegimeRegime
OLR Visible TOA Albedo

Downward SWsurface
Downward LWsurface

SSC:        
Shallow clouds of 
medium optical 
thickness.

STC:           
Cirrus in the 
presence of deep 
convection.

CC:  
Transparent 
Cirrus.

CD:          
Deep Convection



Evaluating Models:Evaluating Models:
Comparison of ISCCP Data with ECMWF Model Output

ECMWF significantly 
overestimates the amount, 
frequency, and optical depth 

of low clouds.



Tropical Western Pacific ISCCP Cloud Tropical Western Pacific ISCCP Cloud 
ObservationsObservations
Monthly Means for July 1988

• Most clouds are observed in the 
upper troposphere with thin to thick 
optical thicknesses.

High

Medium

Low

Green  = Cloud amount

Yellow  = Short wave radiation

Orange = Long wave radiation

Red = ERBE total cloud fluxes



Tropical Western Pacific Model PredictionsTropical Western Pacific Model Predictions

ECMWF produces:

1. Less high thick and 
thin clouds but

2. More optically thick 
boundary layer 
clouds than ISCCP 
observations.



Midlatitude Baroclinic Cloud SystemsMidlatitude Baroclinic Cloud Systems

Cloud distributions associated with 
500-hPa circulations are reproducible 
with model forecasts.

Differences between observed and 
predicted results exist in regions 
where a mix of high and midlevel 
clouds occur. 

Cloud tops adjusted for partial cloud 
transparency.



Change in Tropical Clouds as a Function Change in Tropical Clouds as a Function 
of SST and of SST and ωω AnomaliesAnomalies

• Response of high 
clouds is more 
dependent on dω.

• Response of low 
clouds is more 
dependent on dSST.



ConclusionsConclusions
Numerical models have shown success at being Numerical models have shown success at being 
able to predict the dynamical conditions able to predict the dynamical conditions 
necessary for cloud formation.necessary for cloud formation.
Cloud parameterization schemes in GCM and Cloud parameterization schemes in GCM and 
NWP models remain the NWP models remain the ““weak linkweak link””..
Parameterizations contain empirical solutions Parameterizations contain empirical solutions 
and assumptions which are difficult to evaluate and assumptions which are difficult to evaluate 
with global observations.with global observations.
Stephens suggests that improvements in Stephens suggests that improvements in 
determining cloud feedback processes will determining cloud feedback processes will 
require a combination of better models and require a combination of better models and 
observations to document the accuracy of new observations to document the accuracy of new 
predictions.predictions.


